INFORMATION SCIENTISTS CREATE A NEW GENERATION OF ILLITERATES
THE SPACE CHILDREN

An Entire Generation That
FORGOT HOW TO READ!!!
MAKING MORONS
by CORDWAINER SMITH

WHERE THE CHANGED ONES GO by ROBERT SILVERBERG
And concluding
THE AGE OF THE ILLITERATES by QUINCY P. WAGSTAFF
APPRAISING ARCHIVIST STORIES

THE BOOKS THE LIBRARY WOULDN'T KEEP
by B. A. Papersaver

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE:
THE MAD INFORMATION SCIENTISTS!
IT'S NO USE! THE INFORMATION SCIENTISTS HAVE JUST NUKED THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS!
ARCHIVAL HEARTS

Go ahead, shred those documents, just like a good little information scientist!

Also: Sometimes it's wiser to think with your head, not your heart.
Read... "Don't trust the biblioposers!"

Special: Are you sure you really love him -- or are you just blinded by information science?
A Spine-Tingling Suspense Feature

"I KILLED TO GET DOCUMENTS TO SCAN!"

Confessions of an Information Scientist
Rampage of the Information Scientists!!!!
Her plan for the print collection was simple ...

**BURN after SCANNING**

Complete and Unabridged

JONATHAN GANT
"I collected the papers of another college’s faculty member!"
PUBLIC ARCHIVIST

IN ACTION

EXCITING DANGER
IN THE CASE OF

“The Patrons Who Wanted In Early!”

EXCITING CHAMPION OF RECORDS

A CHARLTON PUBLICATION

#12

10¢
THE CASE OF THE READING ROOM MUTILATORS!
TRUE ARCHIVES

LONG CLARK ROUGH AND OTHERS

FORCED TO CREATE METADATA!

by WILLIAM CAMPBELL GAULT
She wanted to process she found trouble!

ARRANGEMENT, DESCRIPTION, AND PASSION!

THE NEW MANAGER WAS AN INFORMATION SCIENTIST!

ARCHIVAL Romance

AUGUST, 1954
No. 72

10¢

TRUE LOVE stories

HE SAID WE HAVE TO SCAN THE WHOLE COLLECTION! WE HAVEN'T EVEN PROCESSED IT YET!!

PLEASE, BOB! YOU HAVE TO GIVE US TIME TO DO ARRANGEMENT AND DESCRIPTION!
Ruthless ARCHIVIST STORIES

DONOR NEGOTIATIONS
by ROBERT REEVES

INTRODUCING CELLINI SMITH
WHO'S DUE TO BECOME YOUR FAVORITE ARCHIVIST!

PICTURES FOR SCANNING

A BILL LENNOX NOVELLETTE
by W. T. BALLARD
PUBLIC ARCHIVIST IN ACTION

THE DONOR WITH THE DIRTY DOLLARS!
STOPPING THE SCANNING SCAM
AN INSPECTOR ALLHOFF STORY
by D.L. CHAMPION

BIBLIOPHILES ON STEROIDS
A NOVELLETTE OF THE DEAN
by MERLE CONSTINER

JOHN LAWRENCE D.ALE CLARK
HA! JUST WAIT TILL HE GETS THIS PACKAGE!

W-WHA...

THE PUBLIC ARCHIVIST MAKES AN EBAY PURCHASE "DEADLY VENDORS!"
GUNFIGHT AT THE LIBRARY CORRAL

WATCH OUT, BOYS! THEY HAVE KINDLE READERS!

SEVERAL DAYS LATER... EARL, THE ONLY THINGS LEFT TO READ ARE THESE HISTORIC DOCUMENTS AND A FEW BOOKS!

THAT'S WHAT A LIBRARY IS FOR, JUDGE!

THE INFORMATION SCIENTISTS REFUSE TO GIVE UP THEIR PLAN TO REPLACE BOOKS WITH COMPUTERS!

AND SO PRINT WAS SAVED... FOR NOW!